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A B S T R A C T 

The aim of the study is to evaluate the diagnostic performance of apparent diffusion coefficient 

(ADC) and apparent kurtosis coefficient (Kapp) for the characterization of prostate lesions on 1.5T 

MRI. This retrospective study included 34 patients with at least one lesion with PI-RADS score≥ 3. 

Performances of ADC and Kapp were evaluated using the Mann-Whitney U test and receiver 

operating characteristics curve (AUROC). Lesions with Gleason score≥6 had significantly lower 

Kapp compared to benign lesions (p=0.025). The ADC-ratio was the only significantly different 

parameter between GS≥7 and GS=6 lesions (p=0.039). Kapp showed the largest AUROC for the 

diagnosis of GS≥6 prostate cancers (AUROC: 0.741, p=0.025), while the largest AUROC for the 

diagnosis of GS≥7 prostate cancers was achieved by the ADC-ratio (AUROC: 0.709, p=0.039). 

While Kapp demonstrated no significant benefit in characterization of prostate cancers compared to 

ADC, it could be helpful to distinguish benign lesions from prostate cancers. 

 

© EuroMediterranean Biomedical Journal 2020 

 

1. Introduction 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is considered the best imaging 

technique for the detection, staging and surveillance of prostate cancer 

due to its ability to provide functional and anatomic information [1]. 

Initially, prostate MRI was performed only with 

morphological/anatomical sequences (T1- and T2- weighted sequences) 

so that it could be used for locoregional staging in patients with biopsy-

proved prostate carcinoma.  

To date, prostate MRI is a multiparametric technique thanks to the 

introduction of functional sequences like diffusion weighted imaging 

(DWI) and its derivative apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps, and 

dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) sequences. Multiparametric MRI not 

only allows anatomical information [like zonal anatomy (Figure 1) but 

also provided capability to distinguish benign pathological tissue and 

clinically insignificant prostate cancer from significant cancer. 

 

Among the functional techniques, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) has 

a significant role since it allows evaluation of the capability of diffusion of 

water molecules in biological tissues, quantifiable through the calculation 

of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).  

However, the wide variability of measured ADC values in the prostate due 

to patient and technical factors has led investigators to use ADC-ratio, 

which is defined as ADC of the tumor divided by that of a reference area. 

Initial studies have shown controversial results with some of them 

reporting ADC-ratio superior to ADC in detection of prostate cancer and 

determination of tumor aggressiveness, while others have found no 

additional benefit from using ADC-ratio [2-6].  

Furthermore, water in biological structures often exhibits a non-Gaussian 

diffusion behavior. Therefore, the DWI signal shows a more complex 

behavior that needs to be modeled following different approaches [7].  

Diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) is a non-Gaussian diffusion weighted 

model first described by Jensen et al. [8] in 2005 that is believed to better 

reflect the microstructural complexity of biologic tissue than standard 

DWI.  
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Non-Gaussian diffusion of water molecules in biological tissues is 

quantifiable through the calculation of the apparent kurtosis coefficient 

(Kapp). Recent investigations have compared DWI and DKI for assessing 

prostate cancer aggressiveness with inconstant results [7, 9-13].  

Therefore, the aim of this study is to compare standard DWI and DKI for 

distinguishing low-grade (Gleason score =6) from high-grade (Gleason 

score ≥7) prostate cancers and to explore the diagnostic performance of 

ADC, ADC-ratio, Kapp and Kapp-ratio for the characterization of prostate 

lesions on MRI examination using a 1.5T MRI scanner. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Zonal prostate anatomy on axial T2-weighted MRI image: 

peripheral zone (PZ) and transitional zone (TZ) are well depicted. 

Anterior fibromuscular stroma (FMS) and peri-urethral tissue (PUT) 

are also well detected. 

 

2. Material and methods 

This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) of our hospital and written informed consent was waived. 

 

2.1 Population 

In the inclusion time between June and December 2018, 75 consecutive 

patients underwent MRI prostate examination. The MRI scans were 

performed for one of the following clinical scenarios: (a) increase in 

serum PSA values (PSA> 4 ng/ml), (b) abnormal findings on digital rectal 

examination (DRE) or trans-rectal ultrasound (TRUS), (c) systematic 

biopsy findings of intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN), atypical small acinar 

proliferation (ASAP) or prostate cancer. Among them, 34 patients were 

excluded due to prior treatment of prostate cancer or lack of any visible 

prostate lesion on MRI.  

Forty-one patients with PI-RADS score ≥ 3 lesions according to the latest 

PI-RADS v2.1 algorithm [14] were identified. Seven of these 41 patients 

were finally excluded due to lack of (n=1) or inadequate (n=6) 

histopathological results (i.e. non fusion biopsy). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 MRI Technique 

The MRI examinations were performed with a 1.5T MRI scanner 

(Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), using a surface 

phased array coil (16 channel HD Torso XL). The MRI scans were 

performed after an interval of at least 6 weeks, if patients had prior 

prostate biopsy, in order to allow the reabsorption of post-biopsy bleeding 

foci, a possible source of diagnostic errors. Before each examination, 20 

mg of butylscopolamine (Buscopan®, Boehringer-Ingelheim, Ingelheim, 

Germany) were administered intravenously to suppress intestinal 

peristalsis. No enema was administered before the examinations.  

The morphological study of the gland was performed using Turbo Spin 

Echo (TSE) T2-weighted sequences acquired on the axial, sagittal and 

coronal planes, oriented according to the major axis of the prostate. TSE 

T1-weighted axial sequences were acquired in order to exclude the 

presence of post-biopsy blood residues, which can be appreciated as 

hyperintense foci. The DWI and DKI sequences were performed through 

the acquisition of single-shot ecoplanar sequences (EPI). DWI were 

acquired at b values of 0, 700, 1400 sec/mm2.  

For the DKI sequence, (a single-shot echo-planar imaging with the 

following parameters: field of view: 350 x 262 mm, matrix: 192 x 130, 

thickness: 2.7 mm, slice gap: 0.4 mm, number of slices: 20, parallel 

imaging factor equal to 2) the spread in three directions was calculated 

with six b values (0, 500, 700, 1000, 1400 and 2000 sec/mm2) in order to 

obtain a compromise between clinical use and an adequate signal-to-noise 

ratio (higher b values in 1.5T scans degrade image quality). The average 

acquisition time for DWI and DKI was 3:03 min and 7:43 min, 

respectively. Sequences obtained were processed using the software 

integrated in the MRI acquisition workstation in order to obtain the ADC 

and Kapp maps. The perfusion study was performed after intravenous 

injection of paramagnetic contrast agent in order to evaluate the presence 

of hypervascular lesions by acquiring 3D T1-weighted axial sequences 

after administration of 1 mmol/kg of Gadoteric acid (Dotarem®, Guerbet, 

USA) at a flow of 3 ml/sec, followed by infusion of 20-30 ml of saline 

solution. The average acquisition time for standard prostate MRI protocol 

(not including DKI) was 22:39 min, while prostate MRI with DKI was 

30:22 min.  

 

2.3 Imaging analysis  

The acquired images and the reports were examined in consensus by two 

radiologists with 10 and 7 years of experience in prostate imaging, 

respectively. Images obtained were processed by using dedicated software 

(MR WorkSpace, Philips Medical System Nederland B.V., The 

Nederland). Radiologists reviewed the axial T2-weighted and DW images 

to identify the prostate lesion and traced a region of interest (ROI) 

encompassing the entire target lesion. Identical ROIs corresponding with 

the lesion ROI were propagated to both the ADC and Kapp maps (Figure 

2). Furthermore, in each patient, a second ROI with the same size was 

placed in the bladder lumen in order to normalize the values of diffusion 

and kurtosis coefficients obtained in lesions in relation to that of the 

bladder urine. The mean value of the ADC and Kapp and the mean value 

of ADC-ratio and Kapp-ratio calculations for all ROIs were used for the 

statistical analysis. 
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Figure 2. 67-year-old man with PI-RADS 4 lesion in the left 

peripheral zone. ADC (A, B) and Kapp (C, D) maps show regions of 

interest traced at the level of the prostate lesion and in the bladder 

lumen. ADC and Kapp were 0.729 and 0.446, respectively. Targeted 

fusion biopsy diagnosed Gleason 6 (3 + 3) prostate cancer. 

 

2.4 Histopathological analysis 

All patients underwent prostate-targeted fusion biopsy in a period between 

2 and 6 weeks after MRI examination using the same technique by a 

single urologist. Targeted MR-ultrasound fusion biopsy (Esaote MyLab 

Twice system®, Esaote, Genova, Italy) was performed by taking two 

biopsy cores from the target lesion, followed, in the same session, by a 

12-core transperineal biopsy (sextant and laterally directed biopsies at 

base, midgland, and apex).  

Each specimen obtained from targeted fusion biopsy was considered for 

this study and histologically analyzed by an experienced pathologist (with 

>15 years of experience) following the recommendations of the 

“consensus conference ISUP 2014” [15]. 

 

2.5 Statistical analysis  

Continuous variables are expressed as mean and standard deviation (SD), 

and categorical variables are expressed as numbers and percentages.  

The Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the distribution of ADC 

and Kapp measurements between patients with no prostate cancer and 

Gleason score equal or higher than 6 (GS≥6) and between patients with 

Gleason score of 6 (GS=6) and Gleason score equal or higher than 7 

(GS≥7). Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) areas under the ROC 

curve (AUROC) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) and optimal cut-off 

values based on the Youden index with sensitivity and specificity were 

calculated to assess the diagnostic performance of ADC and Kapp for the 

diagnosis of prostate cancer with GS≥6 and GS≥7, respectively.  

The correlation between ADC and Kapp measurements, Gleason score of 

histopathological analysis, and PI-RADS classification at MRI was 

evaluated using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman’s 

rho). Statistical significance level was set at p<0.05. Statistical analysis 

was conducted using SPSS software (Version 20.0. Armonk, NY, USA: 

IBM Corp). 

 

3. Results  

3.1 Population 

Characteristics of the final population are reported in Table 1. The final 

population consisted of 34 patients, with a mean age of 69 ± 8.1 years 

(range 49-88 years), each with a prostate lesion confirmed by targeted 

fusion biopsy. The included lesions were located in the peripheral zone in 

28 (82%) cases, while in the transitional zone in the remaining 6 (18%) 

cases. Overall, there were 6 (18%) PI-RADS 3, 18 (53%) PI-RADS 4 and 

10 (29%) PI-RADS 5.  

Final histopathological diagnosis revealed no prostate cancer in 11 (32%) 

patients (1 ASAP+PIN-HG, 1 adenosis, 1 benign prostatic hyperplasia, 8 

normal prostatic tissue). Prostate cancer was found in 23 (68%) patients 

including Gleason score 6 prostate cancer in 8 (24%) lesions, Gleason 

score 7 prostate cancer in 11 (32%) lesions, Gleason score 8 prostate 

cancer in 3 (9%) lesions, and Gleason score 9 prostate cancer in 1 (3%) 

lesion. 

 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of the included patients. 

 

3.2 Kapp and ADC measurements  

Lesions with Gleason score ≥6 had significantly lower Kapp values 

compared to the lesions disproven to be prostate cancer (0.832 ± 0.184 vs 

0.979 ± 0.149, p=0.025) (Table 2, Figure 3a). Contrarily, there was no 

significant difference between GS≥6 and non-prostate cancer lesions in 

ADC (0.825 ± 0.112 vs 0.913 ± 0.146, p=0.087), ADC-ratio (0.373 ± 

0.066 vs 0.422 ± 0.080, p=0.063) and Kapp-ratio (0.349 ± 0.080 vs 0.405 

± 0.067, p=0.058). When comparing prostate cancers with GS≥7 with 

lesions having GS=6 (Table 3), the ADC-ratio was the only significantly 

different parameter (0.362 ± 0.075 vs 0.410 ± 0.067, p=0.039) (Figure 

3b), while there was no significant difference in ADC (0.810 ± 0.118 vs 

0.888 ± 0.129, p=0.103), Kapp (0.827 ± 0.162 vs 0.920 ± 0.195, p=0.071) 

or Kapp-ratio (0.341 ± 0.071 vs 0.388 ± 0.081, p=0.064). 
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Table 2. Differences in apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and 

apparent kurtosis coefficient (Kapp) measurements between Gleason 

score ≥6 lesions and no prostate cancer lesions. (Variables are 

expressed as mean and standard deviation and they were compared 

using the Mann-Whitney U Test. Statistically significant values 

(p<0.05) are highlighted in bold.) 

 

 

Table 3. Differences in apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and 

apparent kurtosis coefficient (Kapp) measurements between Gleason 

score =6 and Gleason score ≥7 prostate cancers. (Variables are 

expressed as mean and standard deviation and they were compared 

using the Mann-Whitney U Test. Statistically significant values 

(p<0.05) are highlighted in bold.) 

 

 

Figure 3. Plot box illustrating the distribution of apparent kurtosis 

coefficient (Kapp) in lesions with Gleason score ≥6 and no prostate 

cancer lesions (A); Plot box illustrating the distribution of ADC-ratio 

in Gleason score =6 and Gleason score ≥7 prostate cancers (B); ROC 

curve for apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and apparent kurtosis 

coefficient (Kapp) for the diagnosis of GS≥6 lesions (C); ROC curve 

for apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and apparent kurtosis 

coefficient (Kapp) for the diagnosis of GS≥7 lesions (D). 

 

The performance of ADC and Kapp measurements for the diagnosis of 

GS≥6 and GS≥7 prostate cancers are reported in Table 4. Corresponding 

ROC analyses are illustrated in Figure 3c and Figure 3d. Kapp showed the 

largest area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC: 

0.741, 95% CI: 0.555-0.928, p=0.025) for the diagnosis of GS≥6 lesions. 

A Kapp value <0.923 had a sensitivity and specificity of 82.6% and 

72.7% for the diagnosis of GS≥6 lesions, respectively. The largest area 

under the ROC curve for the diagnosis of GS≥7 prostate cancers was 

achieved by the ADC-ratio (AUROC: 0.709, 95% CI: 0.527-0.891, 

p=0.039). An ADC-ratio value <0.385 had a sensitivity and specificity of 

73.3% and 73.7% for the diagnosis of GS≥7 prostate cancers, 

respectively.  

There was a significant positive correlation (Table 5) between the Kapp 

and Kapp-ratio measurements with the ADC (Kapp rho=0.666, p<0.001; 

Kapp-ratio rho=0.662, p<0.001) and ADC-ratio values (Kapp rho=0.656 

p<0.001; Kapp-ratio rho=0.722, p<0.001). The correlation between Kapp 

and ADC is illustrated in Figure 4. Gleason score demonstrated a 

significant negative correlation with Kapp (rho=-0.392, p=0.022), ADC-

ratio (rho=-0.400, p=0.019) and Kapp-ratio (rho=-0.369, p=0.032).  

 

 

Figure 4. Graphic showing correlation between apparent diffusion 

coefficient (ADC), apparent kurtosis coefficient (Kapp) 

measurements (rho=0.666, p<0.001). 

 

 

Table 4. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve 

(AUROC), 95% confidence interval (95% CI), sensitivity (Se) and 

specificity (Sp) and cut-off values based on the Youden index of 

apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and apparent kurtosis 

coefficient (Kapp) for the diagnosis of GS ≥6 and ≥7 prostate cancers, 

respectively. 
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Table 5. Correlation between apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), 

apparent kurtosis coefficient (Kapp) measurements, PI-RADS 

classification at multiparametric MRI, and Gleason score. (Numbers 

represent the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rho). 

Statistically significant values (p<0.05) are highlighted in bold) 

 

4. Discussion and conclusions  

Several investigations compared the role of standard DWI and DKI on 

prostate MRI. However, results in prior studies were discordant as some 

of them showed additional information about prostate cancer tissue using 

DKI [17, 18], while others failed to show a difference between DWI and 

DKI in prostate cancer compared to non-cancer lesions [7, 13, 18, 19]. All 

these prior studies were conducted using 3.0T MRI scanners so, to our 

knowledge, this is the first study performed with a 1.5T MRI scanner 

including both Kapp and Kapp-ratio. 

In our study population, we found a statistically significant difference in 

prostate lesions with GS≥6 compared to lesions proven to be benign only 

by using Kapp values (p=0.025), while no statistically significant 

differences were found in ADC values (p=0.087).  

Salvaggio et al. [20] reported a statistically significant difference in ADC 

values between prostate cancer and other lesions (HG-PIN, ASAP).  

These differing results can be explained considering that in the present 

study we divided neoplastic and non-neoplastic lesions, while the prior 

study considered each non-neoplastic type lesion separately. However, 

they reported that, even if statistically significant difference was found, 

there was a high degree of overlap among data [20].  

In the present study, only ADC-ratio values allowed both to differentiate 

between low-grade prostate cancer (GS=6) and high-grade prostate cancer 

(GS≥7) and significantly correlated with Gleason score (rho=-0.400, 

p=0.019) while ADC, Kapp and Kapp-ratio values failed to differentiate 

high grade prostate cancers (GS≥7), although the latter two demonstrated 

a significant negative correlation (Kapp, rho=-0.392, p=0.022; Kapp-ratio, 

rho=-0.369, p=0.032) with the Gleason score at histopathological analysis. 

Woo et al [21] reported a significant correlation between ADC and ADC-

ratio with Gleason score (p<0.001). However, in their study ADC mean 

value could have been influenced by the large amount of high-grade 

prostate cancers.  

Indeed, with increasing GS, prostate cancer becomes more solid due to the 

increase in cellular density leading to a modification of ADC values [20]. 

In our study population we had only three (9%) GS=8 and one (3%) GS=9 

prostate cancers which may explain the less significant difference of mean 

ADC values between low-grade and high-grade prostate cancers.  

 

 

Our results are consistent with Barrett et al. [19] who reported poor ability 

of DKI in distinguishing low-grade from high-grade prostate cancers for 

both peripheral zone (p=0.414-0.825) and transitional zone (p=0.148-

0.825). In our study, the high significant correlation between Kapp and 

ADC (rho=0.666, p<0.001) or ADC-ratio (rho=0.656 p<0.001) with 

concomitant lack of significant difference of Kapp in high-grade prostate 

cancer (p=0.071) minimizes its added value compared to the acquisition 

of standard ADC maps.  

Kapp and ADC-ratio showed a fair diagnostic performance for the 

diagnosis of GS≥6 prostate cancers from no prostate cancer lesions 

(AUROC of 0.741, p=0.025), and GS≥7 from GS=6 prostate cancers 

(AUROC of 0.709, p=0.039), respectively. Prior studies have shown 

discordant results. Wang et al. [11] and Di Trani et al. [16] found that 

Kapp showed the strongest correlation with Gleason score and the best 

diagnostic ability in differentiating low-grade from high-grade prostate 

cancer, according to the ROC analysis. Several studies comparing ADC 

and ADC-ratio found that ADC-ratio was superior to ADC in determining 

high-grade prostate cancer [2, 4, 5]. Conversely, other data [3, 21] suggest 

no additional benefit is gained from using ADC-ratio compared with 

ADC. Understanding the cause of these different results is challenging. 

We can hypothesize that different acquisition parameter (highest b values 

ranging from 800 to 1600 mm2/s), different reference area used for ADC-

ratio (peripheral zone, transition zone, tumor zone, urine, or muscle) and 

clinical and pathologic data (mean age, clinical stage, Gleason score) may 

be significant contributing factors. 

Our study has several limitations that need to be reported. First, our 

population was small. However, the number of patients in our study 

(n=34) is in line with prior investigations assessing the value of ADC-

ratio, with the exception of the study performed by Woo et al. (n=165) 

[21]. In our study we do not use endorectal coil for our prostate MRI 

studies. Endorectal coil is placed directly in close proximity of the 

posterior circumference of the organ, so a higher signal-to-noise ratio can 

be achieved.  

However, this may lead to increased artifacts [22], anatomical distortion 

[23], and higher costs. Some studies demonstrated that prostate cancer 

foci may be detected without decreasing in sensitivity by using a pelvic 

phase array receiver coil as compared to an endorectal coil [24].  

Nevertheless, we needed to select a maximum b-value of 2000 sec/mm2 to 

maintain the signal-to-noise ratio of the DKI. Higher b values are 

associated with lower signal-to-noise ratios, which may affect the 

reliability computation of diffusion metrics [14, 25]. However, our study 

has important clinical implications considering that many installed MRI 

scanners are built with 1.5T magnet. Another important limitation is that 

the histological results were obtained after fusion biopsies. Targeted 

biopsy, as with any biopsy technique, may lead to sampling errors and 

may misclassify the grade compared to the more robust gold standard of 

prostatectomy [26]. 

In conclusion, DKI obtained with 1.5T MRI scanner demonstrated no 

significant benefit in characterization of prostate cancer lesions on MRI 

examination compared to standard DWI, although it could be helpful to 

distinguish prostate cancer from no prostate cancer lesions. ADC, ADC-

ratio, Kapp and Kapp-ratio are highly correlated and have similar 

diagnostic performance.  
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